Be Part of the LTE Opportunity
and Grow Your Business!
Upgrading your customers’ radio communicator
is never an enjoyable task for any alarm company...
But what if it was a profitable one?
Resideo End-to-End Solution

Grow your Business and Lower Attrition
Upgrading your customers to the latest communication technology gives you a
great opportunity to maintain your relationships — and create RMR-generating
opportunities! It’s as simple as discussing the additional services your organization
already provides.
By adding a Tuxedo keypad to your VISTA® installations, your customers will have
smart home functionality— integrated locks, lights, and thermostats that deliver
an enhanced user experience and help lower attrition. Your LYNX customers
can also realize these same benefits by simply adding a Z-Wave® module to the
installation. Lyric customers have everything they need included in the system–
just add additional devices and services!
Many of your customers may have already investigated adding smart home
technology to their homes after seeing TV ads or hearing about it from friends.
Why not be the first to offer the solution they already want to enhance their lifestyles?

To help you do this, Resideo has created an LTE Upgrade and Rebate Program1 valid from now till the end of the year, where
dealers can swap their current installed base of 3G and CDMA radios to the new platform of LTE communicators from Resideo.

Find Your Opportunities

Apply For The Rebate

Review your customers’ accounts with

1. Purchase the appropriate LTE replacement

AlarmNet 360 Insights and identify
opportunities for growth.

radio from ADI2
2. I nstall the new radio on the premises
3. Using AlarmNet 360, follow the necessary
steps for replacing the radio on the
appropriate panel

Money In Your Pocket
For each radio replaced with a new LTE communicator, Resideo will apply a $20 credit to the dealer’s ADI account.
Each credit will be applied on a monthly basis, for the previous month’s swap activity.

So what are you waiting for – Go Make Some Money,
Install a Resideo LTE Communicator Today!
Resideo reserves the right to change or cancel this program at anytime.
Only radios purchased from ADI are eligible for this program.
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